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ABSTRACT
Today’s search engines allow users to discover relevant informa-
tion in different types of modalities or media, e.g., web pages, text
documents, images, or videos. It is, however, a challenging task to
present mixed-modality result lists in an effective and easy-to-skim
form. The two most commonly used approaches are to present the
modalities side-by-side, each in a separate column of the result
page; or to separate the modalities into multiple tabs. However,
the field lacks a structured investigation on how the column or tab
layout influence the users’ perception and usage of multimodal
resources in an academic search task. In this paper, we present a
user study (N=50) where the participants were asked to accomplish
a search task for a fictive computer science seminar at the univer-
sity. We evaluate the influence of the different layouts on (1) user
search behavior (e.g., time until first resource is saved) and (2) the
relevance of the selected resources for the task at hand. Finally,
we discuss the results and possible implications for the design of
multimodal search result presentation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, learning or information acquisition often starts with a
search engine. The interdisciplinary research area Search as Learn-
ing considers aspects from education, social science, psychology,
and computer science (CS) to improve web-based learning, and
investigates how the design of new search platforms can support
learning [5]. Recent research shows that learners rely on different
media (e.g., text, video, images) while learning with the help of the
web and search engines [15]. It is generally accepted in learning
research that a mix of different modalities can potentially be helpful
for the learning process [14]. Search engine result pages (SERP)
consist of several search results in either homogeneous or hetero-
geneous interfaces with various influences on user behavior [17].
Regarding homogeneous search interfaces, research has already
considered different layout types [6, 16], for example, list, grid, and
tabular formats. The list layout is the classic interface and con-
sists of search results snippets displayed in vertical order. The grid
layout also uses the horizontal axis for the snippets (e.g., Google
Image Search). The tab layout shows dedicated tabs for different
categories of search results like images, videos, or news. Finally, the
tabular layout is similar to the grid layout, but the columns have
different semantics (e.g., objective, subjective, and commercial [6]).
To the best of our knowledge, there is no work that has studied
layouts for multimodal search results in an academic search task.
In this paper, we investigate how users interact with two different
SERP layouts in a study with 𝑁 = 50 participants. To this end,
we have developed the Sally search platform, which can present
search results for scientific and educational articles in a tabular
layout (i.e., one column per modality, referred to as column layout
in this work) and in grid layouts (i.e., one tab per modality, referred
to as tab layout in this work). The participants, CS students, were
asked to bookmark resources useful for a fictive research task, being
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randomly assigned either the column or the tab layout of result
representation. We evaluate the influence of the different layouts
on (1) user search behavior and (2) the relevance of the selected
resources.

2 RELATEDWORK
Roy et al. [17] investigated four different interfaces: (1) a hetero-
geneous grid, (2) a heterogeneous list, (3) a simple grid, and (4) a
simple list. Their extensive experiments revealed a number of ob-
servations regarding user interactions for the different SERPs and
task complexity. Khan et al. [8] proposed a search interface, which
mixes the different modalities and additionally provides a graph
visualization. They observed an improvement in user satisfaction,
engagement and knowledge acquisition compared to traditional
search platforms. Kuhar et al. [10] analyzed eye tracking data and
a User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ) to determine emotions, im-
pressions, and stimulation evoked by interaction with two digital
library portals. They noticed significant differences in learners’
interactions concerning search position and intuitiveness of the
homepages. Arguello et al. [3] compared a blended and a non-
blended interface variant. In the non-blended variant, only results
of one type (e.g., web, image, videos, news, etc.) were displayed
and tabs could be used to switch between the types. In the blended
interface, an additional tab existed in which all types could be dis-
played. Rele et al. [16] and Kammerer and Gerjets [6] introduced a
tabular layout that is divided into three columns. Kammerer and
Gerjets [6] divided the search results into the categories of objective,
subjective, or commercial information. They found that university
students selected objective search results more often in the tabular
layout than in the list layout. Kammerer and Gerjets [7] found that
a 3𝑥3 grid layout has advantages compared to a traditional Google-
like SERP in terms of the trustworthiness of the selected search
results. Siu and Chaparro (2014) compared a 3𝑥3 grid and a list
interface, when participants completed a set of informational and
navigational search tasks. They found indicators that participants
in the grid layout viewed the top-left result the most, but were often
not sure in which order of relevance the search results were shown.
Lewandowski and Kammerer [12] concluded in their review that a
grid layout seems to support a rather balanced exploration of all
search results and that a tabular interface has the potential to guide
users to focus on specific kinds of search results or parts of search
results, respectively. Lastly, Homte et al. [4] gave an overview of
search engines in learning contexts and the different tasks related
to this research field.

3 USER STUDY
This section explains our study, starting with information about the
participants and the task in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2, we describe
the study procedure. Finally, Section 3.3 outlines the technical en-
vironment specifically designed for this task: our scientific search
engine Sally.

3.1 Participants and Task
We recruited 𝑁 = 50 (male: 47, female: 2, non-binary: 1) Bache-
lor students from different CS seminar courses over the period of
eight months, with group sizes of up to 15. Their average age was

23.0 ± 2.8 years in the range of 20 to 31 and they were currently
enrolled in semester 6.1 ± 2.1 in CS. The participants did not receive
compensation. They were asked to solve the following task: ‘Find
five resources suitable for a hypothetical 20-minute presentation on
the topic of types of neural networks and their applications in front
of colleagues’. This topic was chosen since the participants had
a basic knowledge of CS but minimal prior knowledge of neural
networks (according to the local curriculum). This was confirmed
as participants rated their prior knowledge of neural networks on
a seven-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (not at all) to 7 (expert)
as 2.7 ± 1.4, with no one reporting expert level.

3.2 Procedure
Participants were recruited in five different courses and asked to
bring their laptops. To be as consistent as possible, the study in-
structor only introduced himself briefly and provided the link to
the study web page. The study web page first collects demographic
information, such as sex, age, English language proficiency, semes-
ter, and a self-assessment of prior knowledge on neural networks.
Subsequently, the task scenario and instructions are introduced.
This information remains available for reference throughout the
entire study phase. Since we investigated two layout conditions, 25
participants per condition were randomly assigned to either the
column or tab layout. In addition, as literature emphasizes the influ-
ence of the position of snippets [18], the six possible arrangements
of modalities in both layouts is randomly (but equally) distributed.
For example, in the column layout the left column (respectively tab)
was text, image or video for different participants. Finally, since the
study was conducted in seminar rooms, we can not exclude mild
interactions between the students, even though we clearly advised
against it.

After the participants completed the demographics questionnaire
and read the instructions, they started the study by clicking on a
button. The participants had 20 minutes to complete the search
task (the remaining time was displayed on the bottom left of the
screen) but could finish earlier at any time by clicking on a button.
During the 20 minutes, the participants could enter queries, save
resources, and remove them from the list. After completion, partici-
pants were redirected to a page with a short UEQ [11]. As we were
primarily interested in the usability aspects, we used a shortened
version of the original questionnaire that is focused on pragmatic
quality. In addition to the questionnaire, there was also a text box
for comments and to indicate why they chose the resources with
their particular modality.

3.3 Technical Environment: Scientific Search
Platform Sally

To have full control over all aspects of the study, from data presen-
tation, over available learning resources, to the feature recording
process, we implemented our own scientific search engine called
Sally. In this section, we describe the data acquisition process and
the components of the search engine Sally that are relevant to the
study.

3.3.1 Frontend. Three different modalities are presented to the
learner in Sally: research papers (Text), all figures from these papers
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Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the search result snippets used in Sally for the modalities (a) text, (b) image, and (c) video.
Red color symbolizes the entities used in text snippets only, blue those in image snippets only and blue those in video snippets
only.

(Image), and video segments from a scientific video platform (Video).
All resources are open access. The layouts of the three different
snippets are detailed in Figure 1. The snippets are displayed in the
same way in both variants. The only difference is whether snippets
of multiple modalities (column layout) or only one modality (tab
layout) are displayed at once (see Figure 2). The snippets can have
different heights within amodality (e.g., images in various sizes) and
between different modalities. We decided to define the top-left point
of a snippet as an anchor point in both layout variants and align the
results according to these. This can lead to white spaces between
the snippets, however, it was more important in our opinion to
maintain the order of relevance. For an entered search query, 25
results have been presented for each of the modalities, top-down
in column and left to right in tab layout, sorted by relevance score
retrieved by Elasticsearch [1]. Figure 3 shows a screenshot of an
example output of the platform in the column layout.

3.3.2 Database. For the text modality, we downloaded an arXiv
dump (timestamp: August 7𝑡ℎ 2021) and extracted titles, authors, ab-
stracts, keywords, and submission date of each paper. To extract the
figures for the imagemodality, we utilized Python’s fitz library (ver-
sion 0.0.1) to convert the PDF files into XHTML. Then, we scanned
each document line-by-line for the "data:image/png;base64,"
keyword to find base64-encoded images. The subsequent line usu-
ally contains the corresponding image caption, which we extracted
as well. The video snippets are obtained from the TIB AV-Portal [2],
that provides, for example, conference talks and lecture recordings.
The platform’s database is available in RDF (Resource Description
Framework) format. Via Python’s rdflib library (version 5.0.0) we
gathered metadata like title, duration, authors, and publication date.
The platform also provides video segment timestamps and auto-
matically generated keywords based on visual concept detection
and optical character recognition. We utilized these keywords as
tag-like metadata for our video snippets. Finally, we implemented
a simple web crawler to obtain the segmented speech transcript of
each video as it was not present in the RDF tree.

3.3.3 Backend. Sally utilizes Elasticsearch [1] as its full-text search
engine and database. Our website interacts with a web service
implemented in Flask (version 1.1.2), which itself communicates

with the database via Python’s Elasticsearch library (version 7.13.2).
For the experiments, the search queries were matched with the
resource titles in our database and the respective description text.
In the case of papers, this description was the abstract; for the
images, it contained the caption, and for the video snippets, it
contained the part of the speech transcript associated with that
video segment.

3.3.4 Data Tracking. In the study, we captured a variety of fea-
tures with respect to demographics, search queries, bookmarked
resources, tab changes, and visibility. This feature set is shown in
Table 1.
The session time was measured by using the timestamp of the
JavaScript events when the start button was clicked, or when it was
confirmed that the study should end. For each subsequent event,
the time was tracked relative to the start time.

4 EVALUATION
In this section, we describe the comparison of the column and
tab layout. Section 4.1 describes the annotation process of our
selected resources. In Section 4.2, we investigate the differences
of user search behavior in both layouts. Similarly, in Section 4.3,
we examine two additional search efficiency measures. Finally, in
Sections 4.4 and 4.5 we compare the results of the UEQ as well as
qualitative feedback from participants.

4.1 Data Annotation
We manually annotated the usefulness of 93 unique resources our
50 participants selected during the study, distributed over all three
modalities. Two workgroup members annotated 20% of the dataset
and achieved an inter-coder agreement of 0.74 according to Krip-
pendorff’s alpha [9]. The remaining 80% were annotated by one
of the co-authors. The annotators were asked to assess whether a
resource is relevant (yes/no), i.e., a) the resource describes a type
of neural network or one application of neural networks, and b) it
contains enough information for approximately three minutes in a
fictive presentation (or approximately three slides).
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Search Bar

Text Image Video

(a) Column layout

Search Bar

Text VideoImage

(b) Tab layout

Figure 2: Schematic representation of the two layouts column (left) and tab (right) with the three different snippet modalities
text (red), image (blue) and video (yellow) are displayed.

Figure 3: The output of the search engine for the query "Applications of Neural Networks" in (a) column or (b) tab layout is
displayed. On the star icon (top right) the users can toggle a menu to see their saved resources, on "i" (bottom right) they can
open a box with the task description and on "End Study!" (bottom left) the users can end the study early.

4.2 User Search Behavior
In this section, we describe a set of 10 user search behavior metrics
derived from our recorded features. Our goal is to quantify the

user search behavior of our participants with the system and sub-
sequently, investigate the influence of the column and tab layout.
Table 2 shows the corresponding features.
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Event Variable Type Description Record Type

Demographics Sex, Age, Semester, English Skills, Pre Knowledge Formular
Search Queries Text entered Search Queries after pressing Enter Flask
Saved/Removed Documents Binary click on Star icon to save/remove from favorites list Flask
Tab Change nominal (only tab) record if user switches tab with timestamp Flask
Visibility of Sally binary whether the Sally page is currently visible or not JavaScript

Table 1: This table shows the behavioral features tracked during the user study, the variable type and how they are recorded.

Feature Description

query_count absolute number of queries per user
query_length_mean average length of all queries per user
count_selected_resource number of resources saved during the search session
count_deselected_resource number of resources removed during the search session
time_until_first_selected_resource time in minutes between study start and first document saved
time_until_first_deselected_resource time in minutes between study start and first document removed
time_until_last_selected_resource time in minutes between study start and last document saved
time_until_last_deselected_resource time in minutes between study start and last document removed
selected_resources_timespan time in minutes between first and last time a resource was saved
session_duration duration of the search session in minutes

Table 2: This table shows the user search behavior features recorded by Sally during the user study.

median mean ± std
Search behavior measure p-value col tab col tab

query_count 0.539 7 8 8.16 ± 4.94 9.24 ± 5.63
query_length_mean 0.383 22.0 21.9 23.77 ± 8.11 22.03 ± 8.95
count_selected_resource 0.359 6 6 6.44 ± 1.96 6.88 ± 2.22
count_deselected_resource 0.359 1 1 1.44 ± 1.96 1.88 ± 2.22
time_until_first_selected_resource 0.662 3.2 3.2 3.50 ± 2.53 4.08 ± 2.95
time_until_first_deselected_resource 0.275 4.5 8.5 6.69 ± 4.78 8.86 ± 5.50
time_until_last_selected_resource 0.221 11.6 13.7 12.43 ± 3.93 13.54 ± 3.89
time_until_last_deselected_resource 0.153 10.5 12.7 9.74 ± 4.80 12.55 ± 4.83
selected_resources_timespan 0.426 8.90 10.7 8.92 ± 3.64 9.48 ± 3.90
session_duration 0.438 14.8 15.8 14.29 ± 3.56 14.92 ± 3.99

Table 3: In this table the median, mean and standard deviation (std) for several user search behavior measures for the column
(col) and tab layout are displayed. Significant differences including p-value between the layouts based on a Mann-Whitney U
test are highlighted in bold.

To calculate whether there are significant differences between the
two layout settings, we used the Mann-Whitney U test [13]. We
found no significant differences between the layouts for any of
the variables, as seen in Table 3. The query count and especially
the query length are almost identical under both conditions. The
amount of saved resources is also close to even. Also, the remain-
ing metrics did not reveal significant differences between the two
layouts.

4.3 Search Efficiency
To quantify the task-related search efficiency of the participants, we
defined the two measures described in Table 4, which additionally
consider our assessment of resource relevance.

Table 5 shows the results; the Mann-Whitney U test was used
to check for statistical significance. Again, there is no significant
difference for the time until the participants saved their first relevant
resource between the column and tab layout.

4.4 Usability Evaluation
We used 12 items from the User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ) [11]
to measure the perceived usability (i.e., pragmatic quality) of our
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Feature Description

time_until_first_relevant_resource time in minutes until the first relevant resource saved
time_until_first_irrelevant_resource time in minutes until the first relevant resource saved

Table 4: This table shows the search efficiency features recorded by Sally during the user study.

median mean ± std
Search efficiency measure p-value col tab col tab

time_until_first_relevant_resource 0.616 5.00 4.45 6.07 ± 3.19 5.90 ± 3.85
time_until_first_irrelevant_resource 0.294 3.60 4.20 3.99 ± 2.96 4.92 ± 3.14

Table 5: In this table the median, mean and standard deviation (std) for several search efficiency measures for the column (col)
and tab layout are displayed. Significant differences including p-value between the layouts based on a Mann-Whitney U test are
highlighted in bold.

Question median mean ± std
from to p-value col tab col tab

1: not understandable → 7: understandable 0.592 5 5 5.56 ± 0.77 5.24 ± 1.20
1: difficult to learn → 7: easy to learn 0.763 6 6 5.48 ± 1.12 5.40 ± 1.58
1: unpredictable → 7: predictable 0.042 4 5 4.20 ± 1.04 4.76 ± 1.42
1: slow → 7: fast 0.773 5 5 4.68 ± 1.80 4.60 ± 1.55
1: obstructive → 7: supportive 0.045 5 4 4.92 ± 1.08 4.12 ± 1.48
1: complicated → 7: easy 0.332 6 6 5.64 ± 1.35 5.20 ± 1.66
1: not secure → 7: secure 0.415 4 5 4.76 ± 1.05 4.96 ± 1.40
1: does not meet expectations → 7: meets expectations 0.683 5 5 4.36 ± 1.25 4.52 ± 1.58
1: inefficient → 7: efficient 0.834 5 5 4.72 ± 1.28 4.64 ± 1.19
1: confusing → 7: clear 0.451 5 5 4.60 ± 1.61 4.92 ± 1.58
1: impractical → 7: practical 0.795 5 5 4.84 ± 1.31 4.88 ± 1.39
1: cluttered → 7: organized 0.722 5 5 4.13 ± 2.07 4.29 ± 2.02

Table 6: In this table the median, mean and standard deviation (std) of the questionnaire of the participants regarding the
usability of the search platform for the column (col) and tab layout are displayed. Significant differences including p-value
between the layouts based on a Mann-Whitney U test are highlighted in bold.

platform. The results are shown in Table 6. On the one hand, the
tab layout was recognized as significantly more predictable than
the column layout. The reason could be the higher level of control
for the participants, i.e., they could focus on the modality tab they
preferred. On the other hand, the column layout was rated to be
more supportive. An explanation for this finding could be, that
since the most relevant resources for every modality were presented
simultaneously, no additional effort from the user was required.

4.5 Qualitative Feedback
In addition to the 12 items in the UEQ, we provided the participants
with the opportunity to write down why they chose these modali-
ties in their list of selected resources and to give additional feedback.
The answers from a total of 35 participants showed a preference
towards textual search results and seem to be independent of the
layout type. This observation is underlined by a highly similar dis-
tribution of the selected resources with respect to their modality:

71/76 text, 41/40 image, and 13/9 video results in the columns and
tabs layout, respectively. The preference for text over video could
be due to participants’ aversion to playing audio in a shared space.
However, 45 of 50 participants chose at least one non-textual re-
source. Interestingly, two participants wrote that they chose a video
to get a basic understanding of the topic, an image as an illustra-
tion for the presentation, and textual resources for the content. Six
participants reported confusion about highly similar image search
results being displayed and the same video being displayed multi-
ple times. This was possible, because a paper can contain several
figures. Further, we have considered individual segments from the
videos as independent to provide more fine-grained results.

We will clarify that in the future or make it more obvious by
design. Finally, several participants requested additional function-
alities such as filtering and sorting functions.
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5 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have investigated the influence of two interface
layouts for multimodal retrieval results in an academic task on
user search behavior, search efficiency, and usability. To this end,
we implemented a new search engine Sally, and let a group of 50
students gather resources for a hypothetical presentation by means
of a user study. We found no significant differences between the
two layouts with respect to the search behavior of the participants.
However, the subjective usability evaluation revealed significant
differences in terms of the supportiveness of the interface, which
was rated significantly higher in the column layout. Conversely, the
tab layout was rated higher in terms of predictability, indicating
that there is a tradeoff between the layouts.

Generally, the presented study a) has given preliminary insights on
possible differences in terms of predictability and supportiveness
of the layouts, while it b) also emphasizes the need for further com-
parison and research on SERP designs. Naturally, the study poses
some limitations regarding generalizability of the results: 1) we
examined only one search scenario with 2) a certain demographic
as participants and 3) a rather small sample size.

For the future, our plans are to improve on the limitations of our
study design and enhance our tracking features with respect to
touchscreen users, video interactions like pause, play, resume etc.,
and browsing behavior in other browser tabs.
Future work could also compare the proposed layouts with some
kind of universal search (e.g., in a list layout). However, this com-
parison is not trivial, since, for example, ranking effects may occur.
For instance, if many papers were displayed first, and videos and
images were listed further down, how would that influence the user
search behavior?
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